FEELING
is believing
SYSTEMATIC APPROACH
Over the last two years, hubergroup has enjoyed
major success with its matt and tactile Gecko
lacquers. The ink specialist has been the market
leader with these products, which add a rough matt
surface or paper-like sensory feel to packaging films,
whilst at the same time maintaining good scratch
and resistance properties.

Adding touch and feel to
your flexible packaging
with new haptic lacquers
from hubergroup
Consumers use all their senses when making their
purchasing decision in the shop, and standout
shelf appeal is vital in the battle for their attention.
Beyond the look of the print, the feel can also play
an important role. Adding sensory touch coatings to
packaging will make the consumer want to reach
out and touch. And once the product is in the hand,
it usually ends up in the shopping basket.

On the back of this success, and with customers
and brand owners demanding more innovation for
sensory-type coatings, hubergroup has launched
a further five haptic lacquers. Developed for both
gravure and flexographic printing, these new Gecko
lacquers can be used on a variety of filmic substrates.
The first lacquers introduced by hubergroup were
Matt, Paper Touch and Soft. These have been well
received in the market with sales across Europe
more than exceeding expectations. Following more
detailed research – taking a toolbox approach
– hubergroup’s R&D team investigated different
structures, resins and raw materials.

Specialised coatings or varnishes can add many
different types of sensory experiences to flexible
packaging reflecting the product’s qualities and
characteristics, from velvety smooth to rough and gritty.
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Dr Lars Hancke, manager business development
flexible packaging at hubergroup Deutschland,
explained the approach used by the team behind
the new products:
For developing our new haptic lacquers
we wanted to get away from just screening
raw materials in a trial and error process
and identifying the one with the right
haptic properties more or less by chance. We were
rather looking for a more systematic approach.
‘Studying the literature we came across a method for
measuring haptic effects that has been commonly
used in other industries like the textile industry, where
haptic structures are rated in three opposing pairs
of surface characteristics: hard/soft, sticky/slippery
and rough/smooth.
‘In different test panels we rated the desired effects like
leather, wood or fabric as well as our raw materials
within this three-dimensional matrix. Thus we could
correlate haptic and formulation parameters.

”

‘In a second step we complemented the formulation
development by confirming the properties required
for the final application, like mechanical resistance
or adhesion to different flexible films.

UNIQUE SELLING POINT
Working with its customers is central to all hubergroup’s
developments. Hal Halil, sales director UK and Ireland
for Gecko liquid inks, said, ‘One of our strongest
values at hubergroup is innovation. We listen to our
customers’ demands and work closely with them
to develop products to help them stand out in the
market and meet their customers’ demands. This
gives us a competitive advantage, and both existing
and new customers have welcomed this approach.’
Interflex Group technical manager, Brian Kendall, has
been working closely with the experts at hubergroup
to test and fine-tune the new products ready for
launch. ‘Since we started working with hubergroup,
we have had the opportunity to develop a number
of different products, including tactile and haptic
lacquers. These lacquers have been developed to
run either gravure or flexo, and have offered our
customer a unique selling point and a distinctive
sensory experience,’ he said. ‘The dedication of
hubergroup’s technical team is there for all to see,
and their approach to the projects that we have
worked on has been professional and skilled.’
Contact Hal.Halil@hubergroup.com to request your
free sample pack…Feeling is believing!

‘Finally it was essential to identify the optimum printing
parameters to get the desired haptic effect. The coat
weight applied is the key parameter; if we apply too
little, we may not get a significant haptic effect, and
if we apply too much, the lacquer may
become sticky or its scratch resistance
may deteriorate.

The result of this scientific R&D is five new exciting,
sensory lacquers: Soft touch, Rubber, Leather, Linen
and Wood. These are now being introduced and will
no doubt cause quite stir!
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